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Calming  Recovery (Spirulina Calming  + Recovery)   $310, (Duration: 80mins)

Recovery + Exosome $420, (Duration: 80mins)

Recovery + Filloti   $380, (Duration: 80mins)

Recovery + Trouble A.B.P   $320, (Duration: 80mins)

Recovery + N.3 Brightening   $350, (Duration: 80mins)

Exreaction Extra $50

RECOVERY PROGRAM

Recovery Care (Signature LDM Care)   $170, (Duration: 60mins)

> Cleansing- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- Extraction- Platoning- Recovery - Acne mask- O2 Derm 

Recovery care is our signature care that uses a high density LDM ultrasound device to sitmulate skin cell regeneration. 
The treatment focuses on stimulating collagen and elastin, effectively promoting deep hydration.

> Cleasning- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- Recovery - Hyadration mask - LED

> Cleasning- Lhala peel basic - Lymph Relaixng- Lhala peel ultra- LED- Recovery - Brigtening mask- LED 

Plasma acne recovery care focuses on professional acne extraction followed by a plasma 
based disinfecting method. The treatment includes recovery care as well. 

Combining LHALA peel with recovery care promotes a softer skin texture and brightening effect. 

O2 and Recovery treatment is recommended for those experiencing dry skin. It involves a high concentration 
of oxygen and anions dispersing an ampoule, which provides hydration and revitalises the skin.

Spirulina calming and Recovey treatment is best suited for those who have active acne and sensitive skin.

The type of Ampoule to be used will be selected by our specilaist according to your skin condition. 
This treatment used in conjunction with our Recovery care program provides one of the best 
packages for skin cell regeneration.

> Cleasning- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- Recovery - O2 ampoule dispurse- Cryo cooling- Cream mask- O2derm

Plasma Acne Recovery Care (Premium Acne Focused Care)   $290, (Duration: 80mins)

LHALA Recovery Care (LHALA Peel + Recovery) $390, (Duration: 80mins)

O2 Recovery Care (O2 + Recovery)   $310, (Duration: 80mins)

> Cleasning- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- Recovery- Spirulina mask- Cryo cooling- Calming-gel mask 
LED- Spirulina modeling mask 

> Cleasning- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- MTS OR E.P- Recovery - Cryo cooling- LED- Ice cooling mask 

Double Booster (Ampoule+ Recovery)

Check the MEMBERSHIP benefits!


